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Weaving Social Change(s) or Changes of Weaving? The Ethnographic Study of Andean Textiles in Cusco and Bolivia

Cristian Terry *
*Université de Lausanne

Abstract
Through a comparative and multi-sited ethnography in Cusco (Peru) and Bolivia, the article shows how, by mobilizing Andean textiles, local actors are weaving social change(s) while also changing the way of weaving. These two ideas are interwoven: 1) Andean textiles contribute to local population to weave social change(s) by bringing alternative economic opportunities; 2) weaving practices are changing, since new fashionable, industrial, and "hybrid" production has been created and adapted to an urban-oriented/tourist-oriented market which provides money to make the social change(s) possible.

Résumé
À travers une ethnographie comparative et multi-située à Cusco (Pérou) et en Bolivie, l'article montre comment, en mobilisant les textiles andins, les acteurs locaux tissent des changements sociaux tout en changeant le mode de tisser. Ces deux idées sont liées : 1) les textiles andins contribuent à tisser ces changements en offrant des opportunités économiques ; 2) les pratiques de tissage changent, puisqu'une nouvelle production de mode, industrielle et « hybride » a été créée et adaptée à un marché urbain/touristique qui fournit de l’argent rendant possible ces changements sociaux.

* Cristian Terry has a PhD in Social sciences from the University of Lausanne and worked in the agro-ecotourism sector. His fieldwork studies focus on tourism dynamics and effects in the Cusco region. His dissertation analyses the diverse values of contemporary Andean textiles for the local population and tourists in their ordinary life.
Introduction*

The present article approaches contemporary Andean textiles, by comparing ethnographic data from my fieldwork research in Peru (2014-2015) and Bolivia (2016). I show how Andean textile activity and objects allow local people to weave social change(s) while changing ways of weaving in response to demands by contemporary market. Adopting the Actor-Network Theory (ANT) perspective, Andean textiles are considered as important non-human actors. By articulating commercial transactions and cultural elements, Andean textiles play a major role in making the social change(s) possible in human daily life.

I will first present my two fieldworks in Peru and Bolivia, including my theoretical perspective and methodological approach. Then, by comparing these two fieldworks, I will deliver the principal findings organized in terms of diversity, circulation, roles and economic-cultural-patrimonial entwined dimensions. Two main ideas will be analyzed, namely how “weaving practices are changing”, and how “weaving practices bring about social changes” among local communities. To conclude, the two ideas will be interwoven, shedding light on the “other-modernity” problematic in this issue.

1. Contextualization

1.1. Into the Contemporary Andean Textiles in Cusco

My doctoral research analyzes the human-object relationship taking the case study of Andean textiles in the Cusco region. Based on ethnographic fieldwork in 2014 (one year) and 2015 (two months), my study shows the contemporary importance of the Andean textiles, such as playing several “roles” in both local and tourist spaces. It highlights how, in daily life, people interact with textile objects, acting together for different purposes: utilitarian, decorative, protective against spirits, ritualistic, identity-related, as a source of income, etc.

But, what do “Andean textiles” mean? People usually associate “Andean textiles” to a handmade production, mostly performed by Andean indigenous communities. Frequently considered as “traditional”, these objects bring us back to the pre-Hispanic period, at least to the Incas (1250-1532). Indeed, Incas and other pre-Incas societies mastered textiles production using looms and elaborating a huge amount of garments they used in different ways.³ The Quechua term of away – to weave – refers to this handmade production using looms, in the case of Cusco the most used being back-slap loom (Fig. 1, left side). If this production is generally performed by comuneros, indigenous people of Andean communities,⁴ it is not always the rule. The term away has been translated in Spanish by awayo and refers even to industrial-made production because of the similar aesthetic appearance (Fig. 1, right side).

However, what do I – as anthropologist – understand by “Andean textiles”? By doing my research I have enlarged their scope since other garments were associated to them, materially or by the people’s discourse. I propose 6 sub-categories of “Andean textiles” (Fig. 2).

This proposition shows contemporary features of Andean textiles both in terms of material production (i.e. objects’ diversity) and materiality⁵ that is more and more industrial-manufactured (i.e.

---

* The present article is rather an approximation of contemporary Andean textile by comparing ethnographic data from my fieldwork research in the Cusco region, Peru (2014-2015) and my research in Bolivia (July-August 2016). It shows how Andean textile activity and objects allows local people to weave social change(s) while the way of weaving is also changing adapted to contemporary market. I especially thank Professor Silvia Naef for encouraging me to submit this manuscript. I also acknowledge Minja Leko, Anina Riggenbach, Emanuele Politi, and Danilo Bolano for improving the writing quality of this article.


² See togethering below.


⁴ In Peru, the official name is “Peasant communities” (comunidades campesinas). However, I prefer the term “Andean communities” or “comuneros” since people who live there are of course peasants, but they work in different activities such as tourism or textile.

industrial awayo, sub-category 3) or sometimes “hybrid” (sub-category 5). For instance, nowadays people can buy shoes or bags that combine leather with awayo, mostly industrial-made. These contemporary objects are sometimes inspired from pre-Hispanic production contributing to the idea of past-present “continuity.” For example, Kuna – one of the most important Peruvian industrial-made Alpaca cloths (sub-category 6) – has recently created a women line called Millenium that reproduces pre-Columbian iconography.

The contemporary aspect of Andean textiles’ production brings also together rural and urban spaces. Different products I mention are in fact fabricated not only by rural comuneros weavers of the Cusco region, but also by urban Cusqueños.

Although this categorization can be criticized and needs certainly further adjustments, it is rather a tentative to apprehend the emergence of new textile objects that have a certain familiarity with what people broadly considered as Andean textiles and that show a tendency to appear more and more physically close to a “global” production (like sub-categories 5 & 6).

Apart from the clarification of my broad Andean textiles’ definition, I have to explicit my use of the term “roles.” Inspired by Actor-Network Theory (ANT) as an epistemological approach,6 I look at Andean textiles as “actors,” like human beings, considering that divers “modes of existence”7 play roles in our daily actions. Other social scientists

---


consider these non-human entities as actors, namely Alfred Gell when speaking of artworks or Soumbya Venkatesan vis-à-vis textiles, the latter inspired by Bruno Latour’s work. I also follow other authors using ANT and this broader conception of social actors, who are interested in tourism dynamics. Others working in Science and Technology Studies (STS) are also aware about these non-human actors playing an important role in society, being part of it. Within this framework, the action here must be understood as a “interaction,” i.e. as an action between actors, humans or not (see Ingold’s togethering). This interaction acknowledges the constant human-non-human reassemblies and relationalities, highlighted by ANT and STS.

By walking around Cusco city I have seen locals, and national and international tourists using textiles for clothing. Local women usually use them to bring their children back on their shoulders. During Carnivals, comuneros perform dances using ponchos, liqlla, hats or chullas as a part of their trajes típicos (“typical clothing”). Their colors and iconography are seen as a sort of “flags” belonging to a particular Andean community (Fig. 3).

At weddings, I have also seen the future married couple wearing trajes típicos as a wedding clothing. In hotels or restaurants, it is possible to find...
industrial or handmade awayo, displayed on tables or employed as a decoration. They can also be used for enacting rituals. Once a Q’eros\(^1\)\) shaman “read” coca leaves to me and told my future. This reading is performed by using a handmade unkhuna – rectangular piece of textile – as material support that allows to read the leaves according to their positions. In Q’ero as in other Andean communities like Chawaytire (Pisac district), hooqepaña is used as a protection against spirits. Lloqepaña is a technique that combines natural fibers (wool or alpaca) spun in left (lloqe) and right (paña) directions. Besides, for weavers, other textile artists\(^2\) and sellers, the commercialization of these objects constitutes as source of income. This highlights the economic importance or role of Andean textiles beyond the utilitarian, decorative or ritual uses. Today, new forms of production are invented as telar (adaptation of back-loom production in a pedal-loom) in order to accelerate the production and increase income.

This economic dynamic mobilizes often a “cultural” or “patrimonial” dynamics, since production aspects are linked with “tradition,” “authentic,” “heritage,” or even “symbolic” features that are not only present in peoples’ mind but also in academic works, mostly by anthropologists.\(^3\)

---

\(^1\) Q’ero is very well-known region (province of Paucartambo) for its shamans (puqu), romantically catalogued as the “lost Incas.” See Jorge A. Flores Ochoa and Juan Victor Núñez del Prado, eds., Q’ero, el último ayllu inca: homenaje a Óscar Núñez del Prado y a la expedición científica de la UNSAAC a la nación Q’ero en 1955 (Lima: Instituto Nacional de Cultura; Universidad Mayor de San Marcos, 2005 [1983]).

\(^2\) To simplify, I use here the term of “artists” which includes the so-called “artisans.” The border between arts and crafts is permeable and rather arbitrary, and the terms are used sometimes as synonyms. See Bernard Lafargue, ed., Artiste - artisan (Paris: PUP, 2004).

Last but not least, Andean textiles are also important for tourists, particularly in terms of souvenir, as I could witness by observing and talking to tourists in Peru and Bolivia. “Souvenir” is understood here in a double meaning: the material souvenir (i.e. the object) and the (senti-)mental souvenir (i.e. what the object evokes to the person). Tourists buy souvenirs for themselves or as gifts. These objects acquire a personal value for the visitors as they remind them the place or the moment where they bought the item, the person (weaver, producer or seller) who sold it, a particular anecdote that happened in that moment, the person that gave to them (in the case of gifts), and so on. These objects are thus part of their touristic experience and peoples’ souvenirs. 

1.2. Toward a “Multi-Sited Ethnography”: from Cusco to Elsewhere

The latter description shows the importance of Andean textiles in terms of roles they play in different local and tourist spaces in Cusco. However, this is not limited to this region. Indeed, my fieldwork brought me to other regions inside and outside the country. By doing my research, I have realized that Andean textiles move away from my “initial” fieldwork for commercial reasons (i.e. offer diversification), but also because visitors bring with them and use them at home (i.e. mostly in utilitarian, decorative roles and/or as a souvenir).

In this context, Andean textiles circulate in different material forms and in different places. They are produced in the Cusco region and can move outside or be elaborated elsewhere and sold in Cusco. This circulation aspect, along with my travel experience, has pushed me to adopt a “multi-sited ethnography.” In Peru, I have visited for instance Lima and Arequipa’s “Handicraft Centers” (Centros Artesanales) where sellers affirmed that some garments come from the Cusco region. Even far from the Peruvian Andes, in the Amazonian city of Iquitos, I have observed people selling Andean textiles, if not the “same,” at least “similar” to those that are frequently commercialized in Cusco.

In Chile and Argentina, people were also selling these kinds of goods. Sometimes, the “same” hat has a different inscription: “Chile” rather than “Peru,” “Cusco,” or “Machu Picchu.” Outside South America, I have found these “same” objects in Panama, mostly industrial-made, or in France and Switzerland during Christmas fairs. Usually, some fair-trade associations or Peruvian migrants were selling those. Besides, in Switzerland, people at the University or walking in the streets were using one of “my Andean textiles.” I was told that they were either a gift from “some place in the Andes” (if the answer was not “Peru,” “Cusco,” or “Bolivia”) or a souvenir from their Andean trip.

Even though my core research remains the Cusco region, by “following things,” i.e. Andean textiles, sometimes while I was doing tourism, my fieldwork became a multi-sited going beyond regional boundaries. Actually, my position as “tourist-researcher” contributed to following Andean textiles in different places and regions. Rather than
overshadowing the interlocutor's experiences, being a tourist doing ethnography was complementary to the research. As argued by other social researchers, apprehending and living the phenomenon personally completes classical ethnography, a method that allows ethnographers to use their own experiences as a route through which to produce academic knowledge.

1.3. Following Bolivian Andean Textiles

It is important to acknowledge the previous description of my doctoral study to better understand my three-week research in Bolivia from 15th July to 7th August, 2016. My multi-sited approach had actually pushed me to build a research project around Bolivian Andean textiles. Moreover, my interviewees in Cusco – mostly sellers at Handicraft Centers and at the men’s jail – told me about the Bolivian textiles sold in Cusco either as merchandise (mostly industrial awayos; sub-category 3) or used as a raw material to produce manufactured “hybrid” items (e.g. shoes, bags, wallets, etc.; sub-category 5). The cheaper price was the principal motivation of buying Bolivian textiles (which was also the main argument to buy industrial awayos from Juliaca, Peruvian highlands city close to Bolivia). This phenomenon was indeed the manifestation of and contributes to the textile circulation that I found doing my doctoral research. My travel to Bolivia was thus important in order to figure out this circulation from the other side of the Peruvian border and to know more about industrial awayos, besides the very well documented Bolivian handmade awayos.

I was then aware of this handmade production before arriving to Bolivia, for instance, about Jalq’a textiles shown by Teresa Gisbert & al.’s book that were unfamiliar to me in comparison to handmade awayos in Cusco and in Peru. By doing my research in Bolivia, I was interested in following the Andean textiles.

1.4. Weaving my Research in Bolivia

The summer doctoral school’s theme was “Law, Ideology and Social Change.” So I decided to focus on social change by addressing the following research question: “to which extent are local populations weaving social change(s) by mobilizing Andean textiles, activity and objects?” By “weaving social change(s)” I consider local people using Andean textiles to build their own present/future in socio-economic and cultural terms, to perform change(s) in their daily lives through textile activity and objects. If so, who are these “local people”? Only weavers? And, as in the Peruvian case, is there any local self-consumption production and/or marked-oriented production, for instance for the tourism market? These questions were formulated before my arrival to Bolivia.

The doctoral school I attended was located in La Paz, Sucre and Santa Cruz. I was interested in actors being directly concerned by textile activity. I arrived three days before the beginning of the school, which gave me a little time to start with some observations in La Paz. I did my research in the city center, mainly around the “handicraft” market (with an important tourist frequention). Several shops actually sold textile items, either familiar or rather new to me. I also visited some...
places such as El Alto (La Paz’s outskirts) that produced industrial *awayos* or the Museum of Folklore and Ethnology (MUSEF) that has an important Andean textiles’ collection and sells handmade *awayos*. I also met a fashion designer who uses Andean textiles in her creations.

Outside La Paz, I was particularly interested in the work of ASUR – the Foundation for Anthropological Research and Ethno-development, Anthropologists of the Southern Andes.29 ASUR owns an Indigenous Textiles Museum featuring handmade *awayos* from the Sucre and Potosi regions. I also met a weavers-based association, *Inca Pallay*, that sells textiles, principally from Sucre and Potosi as well. In Santa Cruz, away from the Bolivian Andes, Andean textiles where less used and present, though sold in some tourist shops. Besides, while travelling or staying in hostels in these three places, I interacted with tourists in Bolivia which was very informative about their practices of buying textiles (for personal use or as gifts). Unlike the Cusco region, where I met foreigners and national tourists (mainly from Lima), in Bolivia, I have interacted only with international tourists from South America and Europe principally.30

The research in Bolivia was mainly based on participant-observation and interviews. I have also looked at some articles in newspapers, advertising or brochures. Unexpectedly, my four-day tour to Uyuni with my family in August gave me another opportunity to apprehend Andean textiles in a commercialized context along with the local uses.

2. Main Findings

Below I sum up the main findings from my fieldwork research in Bolivia. By a comparison with my doctoral research, I show similar dynamics in Bolivia and Peru, besides their particularities, giving a broader picture about contemporary Andean textiles. I first develop the idea of “changes of weaving” and then I continue with that of “weaving social change(s).”

2.1. Changes of Weaving

*Textile Diversity & Diversification*

Andean textiles in Bolivia share certain common elements with those in the Cusco region (Peru), beyond their particularities. The used fibers can be more or less the same (wool, alpaca or synthetic). The clothing objects are rather similar: hats, scarfs, socks, etc., mostly in Alpaca or baby Alpaca and sold in shops like *Atelier Alpaca & Arte* (La Paz). This kind of shops resembled those that on can find in Cusco such as *Kuna or Sol Alpaca*, that exist also in other Peruvian cities and even outside Peru (e.g. Santiago de Chile).

Besides this clothing garment, a huge range of objects sold in the "tourist" handicraft markets entails my Andean textiles’ categorization. For instance, there are “hybrid” objects that mix mostly leather and textiles as in the Cusco market. In comparison to Cusco, in Bolivian shops the quantity seems nonetheless to vary from one type of object to another. I have observed only few shops that sell for example shoes (boots or snickers) with *awayo*. In Cusco, different shops specialized in this domain sell these “hybrid” shoes. On the contrary, I have bought as a gift for an Italian friend a leather wallet with handmade *awayo* (see below Fig. 4, left side) that I had never seen in Cusco, though the pattern (i.e. *Loraypo*) is supposed to be from Chinchero (name of the village and the district).

Similarly, I have seen in Bolivia other *awayo* objects for the first time. For instance, I have bought two pieces of work conceived to store iPads or tablets made with Bolivian handmade *awayos*. Similarly to these, other Jalq’a and Tarabuco’s textiles have a totally different aesthetic from *Cusqueño* handmade *awayo* in terms of colors and patterns. In this respect, Jalq’a creations are completely different

---


from what I have observed elsewhere. The “disorder” of the patterns’ disposition (mostly zoomorphic and anthropomorphic) tends to characterize Jalq’a aesthetic.

It will be impossible to describe any object I have observed in Bolivia. However, it is possible to apprehend the Andean textiles’ diversity exposed for instance in museums (e.g. MUSEF or ASUR) or sold on the market. The latter nowadays encourages production of new objects adapted to contemporary user needs (e.g. iPad case). The market is therefore contributing to increase the objects’ diversity, which is considerable if we take together the Peruvian and Bolivian creations. In this regard, the market demand has to be seen as a source of creativity. The emergence of new objects is sometimes accompanied by the disappearance of others. This configuration is part of the “social life of things,” here of contemporary Andean textiles, where their commodification is one step of their life, probably getting more and more important in the case of objects such as Andean textiles sold in tourist and urban markets. This expansion of commoditization has already been argued by Igor Kopytoff.

Textile Circulation: Andean Textiles as Travelers

Andean textiles are travelers: this is more than a metaphor. As mentioned before, by doing my doctoral research, I have realized the textiles’ circulation (objects, patterns, ideas, techniques, etc.).

In Bolivia, the situation was not different. Actually, vendors explicitly confirmed the circulation of objects between Bolivia and Peru. Depending on the object or the raw material, the circulation was from one side to the other. For instance, Alpaca fibers seem to be imported from Peru, according to some vendors. This idea is supported by statistics showing that Peru has the most important quantity of Alpacas in South America and Bolivia has more Lamas. By the way, Bolivia produces some cloths using Lama-fiber which is, as far as I know, a less common practice in Peru.

In La Paz, different shops sell sweaters that are famous among tourists. For the anecdote, almost all of the eight doctoral researchers in the doctoral summer school, including myself, had bought at least one of these sweaters. I mention this kind of clothing object – which has different models – because some vendors told me the differences between Peruvian and Bolivian sweaters, for example related to a particular pattern or to the item’s size. No matter if the criteria are reliable, these discourses confirm the presence of Peruvian items, at least in the city center shops of La Paz. Yet more interesting, a woman nuanced her talk by saying that nowadays Bolivian people had already copied the Peruvian aesthetic and produced the “same” items. This idea of copy is not limited to Bolivia but is a widespread practice among weavers or artists in the Cusco region. By copying another person’s work, they contribute to the diffusion of some creations that, at a certain moment, become widespread. This phenomenon is therefore closely linked with textile circulation (objects and ideas).

The previously mentioned leather wallet with handmade awayo I bought in La Paz is a very good example of textile circulation, even though I am not able to affirm whether it is rather a circulation of objects or ideas. This wallet features a Loraypo pattern that refers literally to a medicinal flower, according to different weavers from Chinchero. Loraypo is supposed to belong to Chinchero since weavers present it as representative of their


By decomposing different elements of Loraypo, they often talk about the mountains around the village (diagonal lines) or the lakes that are nearby (circles) (Fig. 4). That is why this wallet raises the question: did somebody bring it from Chinchero (or Cusco) to Bolivia? Or is it rather a Bolivian person who knows already how to weave Loraypo? I would rather incline for the first assumption but the second is also possible. In this regard, in 2014 I have met a very talented comunera weaver from Chawaytire who was making bracelets that display Loraypo (Fig. 4, right side).

This kind of bracelet did not exist elsewhere, even in Cusco. To add a broader perspective to this phenomena, arriving to the Cusco airport from La Paz, I encountered an anthropologist from the USA. Talking about our travels and interests, we ended up referring to Andean textiles. He was very well aware about textiles in Cusco and showed me a picture on his iPhone of Otavalo textiles (Equator). Among those, he mentioned a scarf with Loraypo pattern produced by an Otavaleña weaver thanks to a workshop given by Chincherinas. After this conversation, I became aware that Loraypo travelled far from what I would have imagined.

During my visit to El Alto, trying to find an industrial awayo factory, I met a couple who run a little family factory for 28 years. The man explained to me how they started by adapting a Brazilian machine (named “Draper”) to produce Andean textiles in huge quantities (today 50 meters per day, per machine). He told me about the long process needed to imitate handmade awayo. He showed me the piece the machine produced that is the “exact” imitation of what people do in the Copacabana region. That’s why these textiles have the inscription “Copacabana de Merino.” He affirmed that they have exported this kind of machine to Juliaca (Peru) and taught people how to manipulate it. According to him, since then Juliaca has its own industrial awayo production. He also claimed that workers of their factory learned quickly and ended up opening their own businesses. These examples show the circulation of machinery and knowledge.

Spatially speaking, I was surprised about the Andean textiles’ presence in places I wouldn’t have expected to find them like Santa Cruz and Uyuni. In Santa Cruz, there were some tourist shops around the city center where one can find a similar offer in comparison to La Paz and Sucre, tough much less large. This offer was mixed with some local textile
production and even with other Peruvian items such as “typical” embroidery from the Colca Canyon (Arequipa) that one can also buy in Cusco or Lima. In Uyuni, the offer was displayed even in remote villages such as Colchani where tourists pass to go to the Salar. I have found there some Andean textiles in different forms like a little leather money and cardholder wallet with industrial awayo. It was indeed the same model that I have bought in Santa Cruz with other colors and patterns and that I have not seen in La Paz nor in Sucre.

Even more astonishing, Andean textiles are apparently produced in Asia, according to some vendors and other Bolivian interviewees like the MUSEF’s director (see below). In an instrument shop, a seller – who sold me a charango (string instrument) with its industrial awayo bag and explained to me the difference between Peruvian and Bolivian awayo – told me about people from El Alto who go to China and bring “Chinese Andean textile” to the country. According to him, it is much cheaper to do so, above all for huge quantities. These textiles are much thinner and the quality is lacking. My guide in Uyuni also confirmed the existence of these Chinese garments. My doubts about the existence of the “Chinese Andean Textiles” shows the difficulty to notice the difference. By the way, Casqueños sellers also affirmed existence of garments from China, but I haven’t observed any of them.

Textile circulation is therefore a contemporary reality without implying that it did not exist before.37 The explanations given by the Museo Amano (Lima) emphasize the styles’ circulation from a pre-Colombian society to another (conceptualized as “transitions”). The particularity of the contemporary circulation is its association with the market. As I have argued in my doctoral dissertation, the circulation contributes to textile diversification. By moving from one place to another, contemporary Andean textiles are nowadays travelling in Peru and Bolivia, and even elsewhere. These travelers seemed to come from different places, and apparently, even from China.

**Andean Textiles Actors Playing Diverse Roles**

As argued before, I understand Andean textiles as non-human actors that play different roles in everyday life in the framework of interactions with human actors: buyers, users, vendors, weavers, etc. My research in Cusco made me more sensible to the diversity of existing roles.

In Bolivia, the first visible thing that one can realize after arriving from the El Alto airport is the “cholitas”38 using textiles, mostly industrial awayos, to carry things on their back, sometimes babies, sometimes their merchandise (e.g. food to sell in the streets). This picture was completely familiar to me, even though the awayos women used in Cusco were different (aesthetically closer to that of Puno or Juliaca, Altiplano cities like La Paz). Nonetheless, the degree of use changes from place to place, apparently linked to a particular rural/urban distinction. For instance, in Tarabuco village (Sucre’s rural region), I have observed several men and women using Andean textiles as cloths, much more than in Sucre city. Although not all the villagers were wearing ponchos, hat, acsu39 or other textile clothing elements, I have realized that several people, particularly old people, were still using them as the ASUR museum described it (Fig. 5).

According to the museum information, the use can be linked to some extent to the Tarabuco regional identity (without mentioning regional clothing differences). This identity dimension is very well known in rural Cusco: each village or community has its own clothing.

---


39 A rectangular piece of textile. According to ASUR, the acsu can have an identity dimension related to a specific community place.
The combinations of both colors and patterns in ponchos, *lliqlla*, or *chullos*, are key elements to determinate the wearer’s provenance. As a weaver from Chawaytire told me once “they are like ID cards” (see Fig. 3).

However, this dimension is not limited to rural contexts. In Cusco city, the *Fiestas del Cusco*[^1] is the perfect occasion to show this dimension among urban *Cusqueños*. For instance, during the main parade, that is held every year on 23rd June, during the entire day, thousands of people march in one direction towards the *Plaza de Armas* (i.e. city main square) principally wearing ponchos. I have witnessed this kind of dynamics in Bolivia during a University celebration in La Paz where some dancers were wearing Tarabuco clothing to perform the *Pukllay* dance. I have not interviewed anyone about the feeling of wearing this kind of indigenous clothing, but the way it was presented on TV, gave an idea of Bolivian identity dimension constructed through dance performances such as *Pukllay*.

In 2014, the political campaign for Cusco’s regional elections was also an opportunity to realize this identity dimension in urban places. During political meetings, the candidates were wearing ponchos or scarves (mostly handmade *awayo*) to express their *Cusqueño* identity with the electorate. This conjectural case is not that far from Evo Morales’

---

[^1]: The main celebration of the city throughout the year, each June (the entire month).
affirmative use of Andean textiles (i.e. jacket with awayo application). To a lesser degree, the Peruvian presidents wear ponchos, but this is rather limited to their visits to the Andean region. The utilitarian role of Andean textiles, here linked with clothing uses, can be then invested with an identity dimension, both in rural and urban contexts, sometimes in conjectural situations and ranging from the civil population to politicians.

Apart from this utilitarian role (observed in the three Bolivian places to different degrees), there is a decorative role in some urban spaces such as restaurants, hotels and cafes. Different places I have visited in La Paz or Sucre displayed this kind of decoration. One cafe in Sucre had for instance several handmade awayos installed on their roofs. In Uyuni Salar, the main restaurant where tourists ate had tables covered by industrial awayos, which is very common in Cusco (either in local or tourist spaces), even in high-class hotels (decoration for living rooms and bedrooms). In the Turismo Rural Comunitario (TRC) (Peruvian name for “Community-based tourism”), comuneros are nowadays more inclined to use their handmade textiles or industrial awayos bought in the market for decorating the tourists’ rooms. My family, as other Cusqueño families do, might use awayos as decoration. I also bought different items for ethnographic purposes but ended up using them as decoration. My personal example shows that the objects’ roles are not necessary clear cut but change from one situation to another or they are intertwined.

Another more “exotic” Andean textiles’ role is linked with rituals. It is true that I have not observed a ritual in Bolivia as I did among Q’eros shamans in Cusco city or their rural communities: despacho (Fig. 6) or “coca leaves lecture.” Nonetheless, the ASUR museum shows the analogies with these Cusqueños rituals, shown also by other authors in Bolivia and Peru.

The museum exhibited for instance a mesa ritual (ritual table) where handmade awayos served as a material support to put other elements such as coca leaves and lama fetus to enact the pago a la pachamama, a ritual to honor the Mother earth in order to give or “pay” for having prosperity in the near future (good harvest, health, etc.).

The museum exposed other examples of this ritualistic role of Andean textiles for protection matter, as a handmade awayo (i.e. primera faja) woven for new born babies to use on them and protect them from bad things. Another example is that of lloqepaña mentioned above. Some comuneros from Chawaytire and Q’eros told me about the importance of this technique in terms of protection, for instance against bad spirits. Once a Chawaytire weaver told me about lloqepaña while joking: “lloqepaña protects you even from your wife.” The lloqepaña’s effects are well documented in other places not only in the contemporary Andes but also in pre-Hispanic societies. The case of lloqepaña is more than a ritualistic role played by Andean textiles. It stresses more broadly the idea that Andean textiles can go beyond utilitarian or decorative roles, although lloqepaña has an aesthetic dimension and is not merely (or necessarily) related to protection matters. In Cusco, several weavers by looking at lloqepaña highlighted its beauty by using the quechua term munaycha.

---

42 The Uyuni example shows also how a utilitarian role is intertwined with a decorative role, since the table can be protected by this element while serving at the same time as a decoration.
43 See further information, see Catherine J. Allen, The Hold Life: Race, Coca and Cultural Identity in an Andean Community (Washington, D.C: Smithsonian Books, 2002); Cometti, Lorsque le brouillard a cessé de nous écouter.
The former examples have shown more about Andean textiles’ role in local sphere, but nowadays they also play an increasing role among tourists and within tourist markets and places. As a “tourist-researcher” in Bolivia – being in tourist-related places like the handicraft center in La Paz city center, shops in Sucre or Santa Cruz, museums like ASUR or MUSEF, or famous tourist destinations like Uyuni Salar –, I was frequently confronted with Andean textiles. They were part of the “colorful Andean landscape” to put it in some interlocutors’ words referring to markets (i.e. colorful items) or clothes (e.g. colorful trajes típicos). This “colorful landscape” is diffused before travelling to the Andes, in press articles or TV (or even in situ through post cards or Peruvian advertisings).47 In this perspective, Andean textiles as other tourist-related objects such as Cuban cigars, “are ‘things’ that not just represent, but actively constitute [tourist destinations].”48 Actually, the Andean textiles’ importance goes beyond the place we visit. They become tourists’ souvenirs, both in material and (sent)mental terms (see above). By their materiality, they materialize something representative of the places tourists visit (here the Andes), above all since Andean textiles are considered as “typical,” “traditional,” or “authentic,” to use my tourist interlocutors’ terms. At the same time, they encapsulate moments, anecdotes, sensations, i.e. travel souvenirs. The inscriptions as “Cusco,” “Machu Picchu,” “Puno,” or “Uyuni” (Fig. 7) put for instance in the Andean chullos materialize the souvenir and serve as a lived-experience reminder.

My industrial-made chullo with the inscription “Uyuni” often reminds me for instance that place along with other (sent)mental souvenirs: travelling with my mother and sister, the place I bought this hat (i.e. Colchani village), the people I

---

47 Cristian Terry, “Desvestirse de los imaginarios, repensar América andina: una etnografía de los trajes típicos en los Andes (Cusco, Perú),” La Revista, no. 80 (2019).
met during the four-day travel, of course the Salar, among other souvenirs associated with Uyuni or Bolivia (e.g. the doctoral school). For another person who looks at it, my “Uyuni” chullo will not have the same signification, or if this person has visited Uyuni other souvenirs will probably come up. The main idea here is that souvenirs become personalized through the human-object interaction linked to our proper experiences. People collect souvenirs throughout their travels and travel back through them. It is a world-wide tourist practice that is not limited to the Andes experiences. It is perhaps a form to “inhabit” momentarily these visited places as well as to have a reminder of them. Simultaneously or independently of the souvenir effect, Andean textiles as other travel objects can enact roles such as utilitarian or decorative ones when tourists are back home. It is the case for example of the chullas worn by these people.

In conclusion, Andean textiles, as argued, play several roles in both local and tourist spaces. In Peru and Bolivia, they act and enact these roles with the human beings, sometimes in a very personal way. Tim Ingold uses the preposition “with” to signify his idea of togethering, preposition that

**Figure 7.** “Uyuni” industrial-made chullo. Cristian Terry, August 2nd, 2016 in Colchani tourist market (Bolivia).

---


51 Ingold, Being Alive, 221.
refers here to this Human-Andean textile interaction.

2.2. Weaving Social Change(s)

Interweaving Economic and Cultural-Patrimony Aspects

The textile activity is important for local people in both economic and in terms of cultural patrimony. Rather than being separated, these two dimensions are frequently interwoven. Economic and cultural aspects are both highlighted by Cusqueños interlocutors, sometimes stressing one of these dimensions rather than the other. That’s why I do not separate these and treat them here as two different sections. The cultural aspects include patrimony-related elements; as I will show these are correlated.

The textile activity appears as a rather rentable economic activity for different directly involved actors such as weavers, artists and vendors. For Cusqueños comuneros, weaving is a complementary economic activity to agriculture, less rentable since the prices tend to decrease in the market. As I have shown elsewhere in Pisac (Cusco), comuneros complained about this situation and highlighted the importance of tourism and textile activity to deal with it. As the TRC’s offer in Cusco shows, tourism and textiles are most of the time interrelated activities. The TRC activities are by the way more interesting from the comuneros’ viewpoint than other “classic” tourist-related jobs such as porters of the Inca Trail, frequently precarious in terms of condition and sometimes regarding the income (i.e. payment delay or non-respect of the payment agreement). Moreover, the TRC is promoted by the Peruvian government as a tool to reduce poverty in the country, particularly in rural areas. The socio-economic benefit of the TRC is explicitly stressed by the national government but also mobilized by local governments more particularly in the Cusco region, in which textile activity is one of the most important TRC’s components. Other institutions like NGOs are also working with the TRC and/or textile activity within tourist market: NGO Centro Bartolomé de las Casas, Centro de Textiles tradicionales del Cusco, etc. This socio-economic dimension is thus highlighted by institutions and people, sometimes as a selling argument. They stress the socio-economic effects as argued in my studies in Pisac and my doctoral research, even though the effects are not homogenous and there are critics to the TRC model.

Besides this, institutions and people refer to the textile activity as belonging to “culture” (la cultura). This argument is frequently linked with a “tradition” or “heritage” that goes back to the pre-Hispanic period. If “tradition” is a social construct – and social scientists can participate to reify it – like “heritage”, this argument highlights the importance attributed to the textile activity as a...
part of the cultural identity and patrimony. In Cusco, this aspect becomes rapidly explicated when one talks about Andean textiles. During my interviews, people travelled back to pre-Hispanic times by looking at or talking about textiles, even when the objects were contemporary (e.g. artwork tapestry, sub-category 4). This "travel" was most of the time back to the Inca period, people proudly highlighting the majesty and greatness of "our" ancestors (nuestros ancestros, nuestros antepasados). This "reversed filiation" underscores Molinié's "neo-inca" concept in her study of Cusco.62 This discourse is also mobilized by comuneros referring to some patterns as Inca pallay or Ñawpa pallay that bring back people to that time. For instance, according to some Q'eros, Ñawpa ch'uncho patterns represent the Inca.63 Andean textiles become thus a material support to weave this "reversed filiation" in the present and feel that "we" are heritors of a particular past or "culture" or "our" patrimony (nuestro patrimonio) to which "we" belong (nuestra cultura).

Beyond this "reversed filiation," if we stick to pre-Hispanic technics and tools, there are elements that are similar.64 The back-strap looms depicted by chroniclers such as Guaman Poma de Ayala show us a certain continuity of weaving practices, although it would be false to consider them exactly the same. Different things after the Hispanic colonization and the beginning of the Republican era have changed in textile activity and production: in terms of fibers (sheep in colonial time and synthetic fibers later on), patterns, and technics (e.g. colonial introduction of the pedal loom).65 With the development of the tourism market, other things are now changing and commercial strategies are implemented to adapt and diversify the production in rural communities, such as the introduction of industrial spun fibers.66 On the other hand, other elements were reintroduced like the use of natural-dye, particularly promoted by tourism market and the idea of "traditional" production and ecological sensibility.67 The Andean textile activity is therefore always in this reconfiguration, articulating old and new together not only in the tourist production but also in the local one. For instance, I have astonishingly observed in an art exposition in the Museo Amano (Lima) a handmade awayo from Taquile Island (Puno, Peru) that has a "North Face" pattern. This pattern seems brand new and I have never seen something like that elsewhere. Nonetheless, this is not new: Teresa Gisbert & al.’s work have shown how, historically, textiles were introducing new patterns such as helicopters.68

My ethnographic research in Cusco brings me back to that in Bolivia. In this country, I have also found the (socio)economic/cultural articulation in the peoples’ discourses and brochures as well as TV programs and the press. I provide below some Bolivian examples.

The ASUR & Inca Pallay in Sucre

In terms of economy, textile activity plays an important role providing an associative or family income. It was particularly the case of weavers in the ASUR and Inca Pallay associations, without mentioning other actors such as vendors or artists who worked with Andean textile materials to produce, for instance, "hybrid" items like snickers or bags. In all these cases, the income source is closely linked with the tourism market.

As explained previously, tourists shop while traveling, and Andean textiles are an important target as souvenirs both in Bolivia and Peru. Similarly, during our fieldwork in Bolivia, my PhD fellows and I, we bought different souvenirs, including lots of Andean textiles. For some particular objects, it seems that the target-market

63 See also Silverman, El tejido andino. See Desrosiers, "Lógicas textiles y lógicas culturales en los Andes."
64 See Gisbert, Arze, and Cajías, Arte textil y mundo andino.
66 See Silverman, El tejido andino.
are (only) tourists. A French woman traveler I talked to in the airplane from Uyuni to La Paz told me that the sweaters (that my PhD colleagues and I bought) were only for tourists: later she asked a vendor what was “the most local sweater,” the woman vendor told her “none.” What is important of this story is that tourists are a key source of local income. Nonetheless, we cannot undermine the local market linked with Andean textiles production as I have emphasized talking about utilitarian role in Bolivia. The couple I met in El Alto produced industrial awayos to supply local demand (following local aesthetic preferences like the “Copacabana de Merino” style), even though this kind of production can be associated with the tourist market (see “textile circulation” above).

As I said previously, this economic dimension is often intertwined with cultural patrimony aspects associated to Andean textile activity. A good illustration is that of the association Inca Pallay. In terms of organization, it is an interesting example since it reassembles different weavers and other artists not only from Sucre, but also from other Bolivian regions. As argued by the Tarabuco woman charged of selling, this is a strategy to diversify the offer and ensure at least the shop’s rent payment each month. The brochure states that “by commercializing products, Inca Pallay is preserving the cultural identity Jalq’a and Tarabuco and working to improve living conditions of more than a 400 artisans, members of the association” (personal translation). It highlights the “respect of creativity,” “handmade production,” and “fair-trade ideology” (60% of the price goes directly to the producer). The brochure provides information about the local uses of Andean textiles, the iconography and the weaving process. For ethnographic and decoration purposes, I bought a Jalq’a handmade awayo for slightly more than USD 100 (809 bolivianos). Other pieces are even more expensive. Generally speaking, the Inca Pallay’s merchandise was more expensive than the textiles that street vendors (some from Tarabuco) were selling in Sucre or La Paz. By the way, the association’s name shows the “reversed filiation” with the pre-Hispanic heritage. The Tarabuco woman I talked to have affirmed that “Inca Pallay” (“Inca patterns”) refers to their “traditional” production that they have been promoting.

Another example is that of ASUR’s Museo de Arte Indígena and souvenir shop. The museum focuses rather on cultural aspects, even though ASUR gives information about “Ethno-development” at the very beginning of the visit. This concept brings together socio-economic improvement and cultural revalorization as the museum highlighted about the ASUR’s “Indigenous Art Renaissance Program.” As it is stated in the promotional brochure “sales directly benefit weavers and artisans that live in high-risk and impoverished agricultural areas with low production. Chuquisaca and Potosí are considered Bolivia’s poorest departments, but also where the culture is best conserved and recreated.” The cultural aspects were very well documented by the museum, for instance in terms of rituals (see above Andean textiles’ rituals roles).

Besides the museum, close to the entrance, there was a souvenir shop selling different handmade awayo and other items like mugs with jalq’a iconography. This shop is a way of generating income for weavers working with ASUR (Fig. 8).

Interestingly, some Inca Pallay weavers were ASUR’s members at the beginning, but afterward, they became independent and started to run Inca Pallay with other weavers. This emphasizes ASUR’s work in terms of the Andean textile activity’s promotion in the region, targeting economic purposes but bringing also cultural patrimony elements. The latter are actually an important argument to the tourist market69 where visitors appreciate this kind of “material culture” associated with a “tradition” or “authentic” discourse.70 Even though there is still work to do in terms of local self-
management, the economic benefits and the cultural revalorization of indigenous societies are undeniable.

The MUSEF in La Paz

The MUSEF focuses particularly on cultural elements, even though it has also a souvenir shop that contributes to the weavers’ income. Inside, the museum has an Andean textile collection organized following the “chain of production” framework. This collection shows the textile production step by step, from the obtaining of raw materials (i.e. fibers and natural dyes) to the weaving elaboration. A room is completely dedicated to hats (chullo or lluch’u) through which one observe the changes from colonial times to more contemporary pieces of the 20th-century. This hat exhibition emphasizes the textile diversity mentioned above. Nonetheless, despite the changes, as stated in the exhibition, “the identity is preserved as well as the essence of the hats” (personal translation). In different sections the museum exhibits pre-Hispanic pieces, mostly from the Inca and Tiwanacu periods. The museum’s information emphasized more on the Tiwanacu textiles as an important Bolivian legacy and stressed that the Incas were strongly influenced by Tiwanacu society. Exhibiting pre-Hispanic textiles in an ethnographic museum does not necessarily seem innocent. I argue in this regard that this kind of display contributes to reinforce the Bolivian “reversed filiation”, in this case, particularly with the Tiwanacu heritage. This filiation has been promoted by Bolivian president Evo Morales (e.g. Presidential ceremony in Tiwanacu archeological site).

The museum has a souvenir shop where people can buy Andean textiles collected from different weavers’ or artists’ associations such as ASUR, UniArte or Asociaciones de Artesanos Andinos (approximately 380 artists, mostly women according to the woman seller). The MUSEF’s objective is clearly explicated: encourage weavers’ work, “rescue their textile traditions” while respecting the “ecology of the region in a sustainable manner” when collecting and using raw materials (e.g. fibers, natural dyes, etc.). This shop becomes therefore another Andean textiles’ source of income and promotion.

In an interview with the MUSEF’s director, she was more critic vis-à-vis the museum’s work and acknowledged future challenges. The director agreed that the shop generated income but the amount was shared between the associations. Moreover, she complained that Bolivian people did not appreciate indigenous handmade awayos and preferred buying “awayos made in China.” Tourists were those who really appreciated handmade production. The director’s discourse focused on the

---


72 MUSEF, ed., La rebelión de los objetos. Enfoque textil (La Paz: Museo Nacional de Etnología y Folklore (MUSEF), 2014).

73 In Bolivia, Lluch’u is the name given to the chullo.

74 See Gallinier and Molinié, Les néo-Indiens.
cultural elements in terms of symbolism and structure; elements that were worthy to "rescue" before the "loss of techniques, structures ... above all in Bolivia." Her discourse tended to situate "culture" in the past, since when I asked about contemporary things she responded by arguing that they did not matter because they were still existing. Even if I do not share this "nostalgic" posture vis-à-vis Andean textiles since I am also interested in contemporary production, the director’s discourse emphasized the promotion of "culture" through Andean textiles; where "culture" is defined within a "losing tradition" perspective rather than an on-going dynamic perspective.75

Fashion Designer: Young Bolivian Production

My meeting with Mariana Valdivia – a young fashion designer from La Paz – made me realize that Andean textiles are taking new forms in the contemporary world and are influenced by it. In my fieldwork in Peru, I have attended two fashion events in Lima and Arequipa where Peruvian designers like Meche Correa exhibited their new creations. In the fashion shows, models were wearing clothes made from Alpaca and/or native Peruvian Pima cotton. In addition, clothing shops like Kuna or Sol Alpaca propose new products similar to those that one can find in Europe. Their particularity remains often in the fibers (Alpaca or more exclusively vicuña) or sometimes in the patterns as in the example of Millenium (Kuna’s collection mentioned above) inspired by pre-Hispanic iconography. In other cases, the inspiration comes from comuneros’ work where the outcome is a revisited or fashionable piece of work. Olga Zaferson Aranzaens documents this new trend mixing Andean textiles and fashion in Peru.76

During our interview, Valdivia highlighted the emergence of a Bolivian designers’ new generation (e.g. Beatriz Caredo Patiña, Mariana Carranza or John Pacheco). Mariana complained that there was some “cultural loss” because Bolivian people do not appreciate awayo: “It is bad for the culture [...] in Bolivia we do not appreciate what is our own (lo nuestro).” Moreover, according to her, because of new education possibilities and migration in rural Bolivia, “awayo will disappear.” In this respect, she also talked about cholitas who “have lost their identity” since they do not use any longer their polleras (“typical” skirts). For her, cholitas are important characters in Bolivia because “all of us we had a cholita in our family” (cholita understood here as “maid” rather than a relative).

However, thanks to these new designers and tourists, “awayo has been coming again alive.” She mentioned, for instance, the fact that tourists loved the colors of awayos. Concerning designers - most of whom are young -, they are trying to promote the use of awayo but in a more contemporary way. “Something that you can use everyday” and “what captures other people’s attention.” She showed me different pieces she created, e.g. a jean or a jacket with “awayo-application” or “appliqué” for using her terminology. Mariana considered her work not only as a creation, but as a creation related to something that belongs to her. In respect of using awayos in their creations, she stated: “I am proud of where we come from, of our roots.”

What is interesting here is the cultural identity discourse she had and the relationship with clothing, particularly with awayos, no matter if they were industrial-made.77 Her discourse emphasized rather the Andean textiles’ cultural dimension, even though she briefly mentioned the economic importance of her work to get more independent and spend more time at home with her daughter.78

These fashion designers are adapting Andean textiles to urban contemporary clothing, taking more “hybrid” forms and contributing to enlarge the Andean textile diversity (see Fig. 2).

---

77 For commercial reasons (price), she uses industrial awayo. Curiously, she showed me an awayo that she told me was handmade (i.e. Copacabana de Merino). It was the "same" industrial awayo produced by the factory in El Alto. I do not know whether it is a confusion of her part or if it is the handmade version. Whatever, this example shows the difficulty to distinguish between industrial and handmade awayos.
78 She had another job in advertising, trying meanwhile to be successful as a designer and concentrate entirely on it.
These different examples offer an idea on how economic and cultural patrimony aspects are mixed up in practice and discourse. Andean textile activity generates income for weavers, fashion designers or other artists along with vendors, including street vendors. It is also perceived as a poverty reduction strategy in some cases. Corollary to this, Andean textile activity and objects are often considered as being part of Bolivian “roots” or “traditions” that are worthy to preserve or “save,” some people claiming a risk of “tradition loss” and a “loss of identity.” Cultural patrimony promotion seems then to go hand-in-hand with economic needs.

Conclusion

In this article, my aim was to compare Peru and Bolivia as two ethnographic cases to study the production and commercialization of Andean textiles. By using a multi-sited approach, I broadened the reflection around Andean textiles, and provided new insights on contemporary economic and cultural dynamics in local communities. Although Peru and Bolivia differ in several aspects, they clearly share common features, which make multi-sited ethnography particularly meaningful. Indeed, Peru and Bolivia share the same geographical context (i.e. the Andes), and commercial exchanges contribute to textile circulation and diversification.

Peru and Bolivia differ substantially in terms of aesthetics or styles. Tarabuco or Jaq’ a textiles are completely different compared to Chawaytire, Chinchero or Q’eros textiles in Cusco. However, the wallet using “the typical” Chinchero’s pattern, Loraypo, is a remarkable example. The presence of this object in Bolivia raises the question whether the Loraypo wallet was a copy made in Bolivia or was rather imported from Peru. The widespread use of this pattern, both in Cusco and Bolivia, underlines the “reciprocal appropriations” phenomenon as described by Janet Catherine Berlo.

Beyond similarities and particularities, which are somewhat linked to circulation and diversification dynamics, I have demonstrated that Andean textiles in Peru and Bolivia are playing multiple roles in both local and tourist scenes (e.g. utilitarian, decorative, ritualistic, sentimental, identity-related, economic, etc.). Adopting an ANT-perspective, I have considered Andean textiles as important actors enacting roles that are constantly negotiated with human actors. This was the case for three examples reported above, namely the shamanic rituals, the use of ponchos as a local identity performance, and the purchase of material souvenirs as a reminder of the traveling experience.

Last but not least, by bringing new or alternative economic opportunities, Andean textiles weave social change(s) among rural and urban populations, whether weavers, artists, designers or retailers. However, it is not only about weaving social change(s) but also about changes in weaving practices. In other words, new fashionable, industrial and “hybrid” production has been created and adapted to a more urban and/or tourist oriented market, which in turn provides money to make the social change(s) possible. These two ideas seem therefore interwoven and highly market-related: weaving social change(s) while changing the way of weaving in the contemporary Andean world.

This article contributes to the existing literature by proposing this hypothesis through an empirical comparative analysis and a multi-sited ethnography. By doing so, it also invites to conduct other ethnographic studies to better understand these two interrelated ideas, along with the commercial trends about industrial awayo (including the Chinese awayo version) competing with handmade production on the market.

---

I argue that industrialization is related to this commercial trend that promotes Andean textiles in different forms which tend to include cultural-identity-heritage dimensions. I believe that the interwoven economic-patrimony aspects of Andean textiles are a materialization of an “Other-modernity,” whereby global trends and local particularities are merged together. Andean textiles contribute therefore to the “Other-Andean-modernity,” which differs radically from western forms of “modernity,” as already argued by Nestor García Canclini.⁸²

⁸² García Canclini, Culturas Híbridas.